Skewing of TCR V genes to CD4+ and CD8+ subsets of T lymphocytes is not determined by amino acid composition of CDR3.
TCR V genes show differing expression patterns, termed skewing, in CD4+ and CD8+ subsets of T lymphocytes. To determine which elements of the TCR V regions contribute to these observed TCR V gene skewing patterns, we have performed an in-depth analysis, taking advantage of RT-PCR and DNA sequencing, which was focused on the multi-member TCRBV6 gene family. These studies allowed us to evaluate the contributions of the various elements, that constitute the TCR beta chain variable region, to the observed TCR V gene skewing patterns. The results of these analyses revealed that within the TCRBV6 family individual members exhibited differing skewing patterns, i.e. TCRB6S7 was significantly skewed towards the CD4+ T cell subset, whereas TCRBV6S5 was significantly skewed towards the CD8+ subset. Scrutiny of the usage of TCRBV6 family members in combination with TCRBJ gene usage and amino acid composition of CDR3 did not reveal obvious structural characteristics which would explain the differing skewing patterns between TCRBV6S7 and TCRBV6S5. Further examination of these TCR V regions showed that the CDR1 and 2 regions within these TCRBV elements were composed of different amino acids. These observations suggests that these components contribute to the observed TCR V gene skewing patterns.